VMWARE GETS BETTER RESPONSE TIME WITH V-LOCITY

“V-locity is a very valuable tool. I noticed improvement in response time working remotely on a VMware View desktop that was optimized using V-locity. I most enjoy defragmenting and maintaining the defragmented status of virtual machines so as to decrease access times on machines with many guests running simultaneously. V-locity immediately went to work after installing it on our guest systems. Without touching the product other than to view a ‘before’ image of the disk utilization, file access times and boot processes were improved within 24 hours and the changes were noticeable to end-users in under a week.

“My favorite feature is IntelliWrite as it stops fragmentation before it occurs. This product is much more streamlined to work in a virtualized environment versus the standard Diskeeper products.”

Ken Linger, Senior VP of Technology, Synergy Solutions, Inc.

“In my environment I have a product from Microsoft called Operations Manager. The software monitors my servers for various system variables. One of the variables it monitors is disk fragmentation. I used to get constant alerts about high fragmentation before I installed V-locity. Now I get no alerts about fragmentation. The difference is like night and day. V-locity is one of the best pieces of software I have ever purchased. Not only do I not get alerts but I have noticed a better response time in the high demand servers with VMware ESX.”

Roberto Del Vecchio, Senior Network Admin, Creative Office Pavilion

“I thought you may like to know that V-Locity saved me yesterday! I was trying to correct a VMFS storage space issue after I was advised by my VM backup vendor to run sDelete on all the server drives to improve performance. As it turns out, VMware does not recognize this zeroed disk space as ‘free’ but as ‘used’ which filled up my datastores! This resulted in some of servers going into stand by and after a lot of research, there did not seem to be any quick solution.

“Enter V-Locity: I power down all my machines and migrate them to one host, install the ESX host client and managed to compact enough virtual disks to get running again!”

Liam Sinton, Network Administrator, Microfinch

“V-locity is working great; the performance of the hosts and the guests are noticeably improved. I was even able to add 3 real ugly legacy systems as VM’s to one of my busiest Host Datacenters. I use the Diskeeper Administration Console from my Desktop PC to push updates, monitor and respond to any alerts. I have over 50 virtual machines using guest in the Edmonton Server room and over 30 in the Calgary server room. There really isn’t very much to do this is a fire and forget product once it’s configured.”

David Bassie, Systems Analyst, Legal Aid Alberta